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DIRECTORY  OF DRAMATISTS
and the  initial germinal situation   that  with
H-irnet is so oversimplified as to be false
The trequent change of b^ief scenes effective in
themselves has a fragmented effect
TJieGneauay    1960
A would he satire on comme-ci"!    free gift
competitions   (and   television  stardom)   is  too
painfullv obvious and flimsv to carry in} weight
Jame Joyce (1882-1941)    See albo M6
E iles
Jovte s onlv play rejected by both leats and
Shaw was after some vicissitudes of production,
wonderfully justified under Pinter s direction in
1970
Its theme is the agony of mind and spirit en
gendered by a courageous attempt to live beyond
the confines of law convention and habit
SIchard Howan returns to Dublin a famous
writer after nine years voluntary exile He
brings Bertha his wife by common law who had
devotedly left Ireland with him and their little
son Archie
Bowan again meets Beatrice who has always
loved him and with whom he has for rears corre-
sponded voluminously about his work Prom
complex motives partly to assure himself that
Bertha s union with him is still absolutely free of
conventional ties he encourages her growing
intimacy with his old fnend and disciple Bobert
But Bertha who in her simplicity is envious of
Beatrice s education and subfcleto of mind feels
rejected and confused Eobert that he is acting
in an. imdeihand wa> and. Bichard that he must
be ever wounded by doubt as to their fidelity
Only parental feelmg for Archie and Berthas
profound tenderness for Eichard save them 3Tor
Bertha with something wiser than wisdom in
her heait has an intuitive insight beyond
Richard s probing manipulating intelligence Since
Eichard is to some degree a self portrait Joyce s
objective self criticism is remarkable
This taut and close Iniit play in three cat and
mouse acts where the past is present here
now recalls Ibsen
In its complexity of viewpoint and entangle
ment of personalities there Is ample material for
four plays such as Hopkins television seauence
Talking to a Sftanaer 1966 (1?)
Heine? Kipphardfc
In ffie Mailer of J Robert Opyenliemer    1966   51
The play   already performed an 28 capitals
concerns Oppenheimer     father of the A bomb
The source is documentary the 3 000 pages of
proceedings before the Personnel Security Board
of the US Atomic Energy Commission in 1954
A hearing taking over a month, with 40 witnesses
has been condensed and shaped so that evidence is
represented by only 6 witnesses Kipphardfc s aim
was to follow Hegel m stripping away the advent!
tious circumstances so that the essential situation
clearly emerges He has made a few additions,
such as monologues and final statements and all
deviations from the literal documents are based on
historical data
The play therefore has an extraordinary authen
taetty and grip while the central dilemmas are
lucidly presented As The New Scientist pointed
out it is for the audience to answer the searching
questions raised Was Oppenheimer with his
communist connections a security risk? Can a
scientist work with state authorities and keep bia
integrity? Is he responsible for the use made of
his discoveries?
Arthur L Kopit (b 1938)
Oh Dad, Pom Dad    1961
This play parodies the devouring American
'Mom who emasculates all her menfolk She
travels accompanied by her husband's corpse in a
coffin and dresses and treats her son of 17 as a
child A gruesome Freudian fantasy is presented
as a comic tragifaree but there la little latent
content
 CONTEMPORARY  THEATRE
Indians    196S
The career of Buffilo Bill Codv exemplifies the
sweeping theme of America s encioachment on the
Pedskins It is focused in the specticuhr
device of Cody s famous "Wild West Show where
imprisoned Indian Chiefs had been specially
released to re enact their former resistance
Cody at the climax faced by the accusing
ghosts of Red Indians voice? America s com
punetion at their virtual extermination
Bernard Kops (b 1928)
Kops who was bon m Stepney of Jewish
working folk left school at the age of thirteen
His plays include The Hamlet of Slcjmey Green
1958 (P) Good bye World 1959 Change for the
Angel 1960 The Dream of Peter Mann 19GO (P)
the one act Stray Cats and Envply Settles and
Enter Solly Gold 1962 chosen for performance m
the provinces by Centie 42
Kops is less successful with realism than with
fantasy enlivened with the gaiety of local colour
and frequent Jewish folk song
Most of his plays are variations on a basic
design—that of the idealistic dreamer hero with
an uneasr relationship with his easy going mother
who in some cases is courted by a suitor whom he
dislikes Eventually the hero realises that a
devoted girl is his true mate Eops plays thus
draw nourishment from a deep emotional -ource
that of the Oedipus-Hamlet myth on to which
he grafts the happy ending of the fairy tale
Social criticism especially of mass produced
goods is often a secondary theme
The attraction of the plays is their fairy tale
charm and nalvetS their uninhibited joyousnesa
and the easy way in which the rhythm of dialogue
flows into verse song and dance Kops is like a
Jewish J M Barrie with the significant difference
that most of his heroes renounce their dream for
reality
The artistic tension between spontaneity or
feeling and excellence of form has become so
relaxed that dramatic intensity Is often sacrificed
The plays are loosely constructed and the dia
logue sometimes so naturalistic as to be banal
D H Lawrence (1885-1930)    See also Ml
It is remarkable that the plays of Lawrence
should have had to wait half a century before
coining to the stage
In 1965 at the Eoyal Court Peter Gill directed
Lawrence s first play A Cottier s Fndav Night
(P) written In 1906 He followed It m 1967 with
TJie DauffTiter in Law (P) and m 1968 he re
staged these two together with The Widowing of
Mrs Holroyd (P) ha a special Lawrence season
acclaimed by the critics
These plays written before the First World War
depict Lawrences Nottinghamshire mining
community with faithful realism. The themes are
the umversals already familiar through the con
temporary Sons and Lovers—sex antagonism the
wife who feels superior to her miner husband
her possessiveness of the gifted son and jealousy
Of his wife or sweetheart
Events of hearth and home with p-ofound
emotional implications, move forward witih a
leisurely naturalism that is undisturbed by a
forced plot and that seems extraordinarily mod
ern in Its Idiom
Henry Livings fb 1889)
The protagonist of Livings' frank and realistic
comedies of working life is normally the little man
whose unforeseen reactions culminate in hilarious
disaster which topples down the petty rulers.
Farce and near fantasy are lightly used to suggest
a plea for the disregarded people who support the
social edifice
Whoever You A-te 1960 P
The Insignificant Perldn "Warbeck, a lavatory
attendant in a factory is involved in a series of
ludicrous mishaps, but indirectly gets his own,
back on bis harsh and frigid wife and his mean
pompous landlord The comedy which is very
fttnny Indeed culminates in a fantasy like scene
of Warbeck s death a seance, and a gas explosion

